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This thesis presents a UX design project aimed at designing a charity app for all 
charities based in Ireland, with a focus on measuring trust and ease of use 

through A/B testing and utilising the Double Diamond Method.
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Goal



Agree charities are trustworthy

Concerns around accountability 
and Transparency

54%

Do not check is a Charity is registered

30%The importance of charity work has 
never been more apparent than in 
today's times. By developing a more 
efficient and user-friendly platform, 
we aim to encourage more people to 
get involved in charitable activities.

Background

Charities Regulatory Authority



Trust and confidence is 
becoming ever more 
important – 80 per cent of 
donors in the last year 
cited this compared with 
65 per cent in 2020. Small 
local charities generate 
the highest level of trust.

Survey of 2,000 People Charities Regulator

Overview



Literature Review

Likert Scale

Corritore Trust Scale

Five categorises of: Competence, Predictability, 
Benevolence, Integrity and Other.

Interpersonal trust, (McKnight, 2000)

Trust

External  
Factors

Trust

Perception of

Credibility: 
Honestly, Expertise,


Reputation

Ease of Use

Risk



Literature Review

Standardised User Experience 

Percentile Rank Questionnaire 

(SUPR-Q)

10-item questionnaire

rate their level of agreement

8 to 50 items

measure five key dimensions 
of UX: usability, trust, 
appearance, loyalty, and net 
promoter score

simple and effective tool

System Usability Scale (SUS)

scale of 1 to 7

Measures user satisfaction

Can track changes over time

Single Ease Questions (SEQ)

Ease of Use



Does allowing users to donate to 
multiple charities in a single 
transaction help with ease of use?

Does the level of information provide 
influence a user's trust?

Research Question

RQ1.

RQ2.



Hypothesis

Providing information about a charity 
and reviews of that charity will have 
no effect on level of user trust in that 
charity

H1 Providing information about a charity 
and reviews of that charity will have 
an effect on level of user trust in that 
charity

H1

Allowing a user to donate to multiple 
charities in a single transaction will 
have no effect on the ease of use of a 
charity app

H2 Allowing a user to donate to multiple 
charities in a single transaction will 
have an effect on the ease of use of 
a charity app

H2

Null Hypotheses Alternative 



Double Diamond Process
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Understanding the market and its current users

Research Findings



Discovery

Who

Individuals looking to donate and feel good about 

donating. They want to donate to charities quickly & easily

There are too many individual sites & setting up payment 

is difficult

Unsure of who to donate to or who is getting less funding

Keep up to date with Charities of personal interest & feel 

secure they are donating to registered charities in Ireland.

What

Where/When

Why



Discovery

Competitor Analysis

Irish cancer society online gives extra information to 

subscribed users. Not much out of login view

All charities provide once off or re-occuring donations

Third party sites just have charities mission statement &

Donation CTA.

Charity organisation sites provide annual reports around

transparency. Take a bit of searching to find 



Discovery

User InterviewsSurvey

64   

Responded 33%    

Donate 3 -6  
times a year

39%  
Never Change  

Charities

8%   
Recurring 
Donations

35%  
Concerns over  

transparency

“Online charities are easily accessible”

“Like more feel good features when I donate  

instead of a generic thank you  message maybe  

the impact I made”

“I would like more Personalisations on charities I am


Interested in”

“More transparency I am not sure I trust some  

charities based on scandals you see online”



Define

Personas

Alice Boyle
The fast-paced buyer

Age/Identifying Gender

26/Female

Location

Dublin

Occupation

Copywriter for Agency

Family Status

Single/1 Child

Amy Vaugn
Researcher with specific needs

Age/Identifying Gender

29/Female

Location

Wexford

Occupation

Childcare Specialist

Family Status

Single/No Kids

“I love seeing the impact of my contributions 
and the charity app has made it easier for me 
to stay connected with the animal shelter."


Our charity app will simplify Alice’s donation 
process by allowing her to donate to multiple 
animal shelters in one transaction, while 
providing personalised recommendations and 
regular impact updates. The app's intuitive 
interface will streamline donation management 
and tracking, all in one place.

Our charity app will simplify Amy's donation 
process by providing personalised 
recommendations, regular updates, and a 
streamlined interface for managing and tracking 
donations to multiple animal shelters.

“I wish there was a way to simplify 
my giving and stay informed about 
the impact of my contributions. It 
would make it easier for me to make a 
difference.”




Define

Customer Journey Map

Step 1 - Consider Step 3 - Compare Step 5 - Advocacy

“I want to help and donate”

Sees a documentary about  
dogs needing help

“There is a lot of charity organisations  
for dogs which one do I choose”

Visits different charities and  
there mission and goals

“Perhaps if I review each charity I  
can make a better decision”

“Not sure which one is  
more trustworthy”

“Not sure who needs the  
donation more”

Feels overwhelmed

Donates to the most  
popular charity

Feels good about making a difference

Shares on social media

Receives confirmation email

Step 4 - PurchaseStep 2 - Explore



Define

How might we statements

HMW streamline the donation process

HMW Improve the search functionality

HMW make it easy for users to find 
and compare charities?

HMW Use a verified status of registered 
charities to show trustworthiness



Define



Define

User Flows



Define

Landing Page Sign Up - Email or Google Verification Code

Dashboard

Sketches

Select a cause

Do you want to donate to 
multiple charities of the 
same cause

Payment Thank you



Define

Money

Back

Volunteer your time

Clothes

Donate Food

Donate Blood

Donate Hair

Search

How would you like to donate?

Explore Notification Stats Profile

Our Cause

What are you looking for?

Animal Welfare Medical/Health Women Center’s Homeless

Donating is about making a 
Difference.

How would you like to donate?

Money Volunteer time

Causes See all

Clothes

Donate Food

Explore Notification Stats Profile

Explore Notification Stats Profile

Homeless

Back

Money Medical/Health

Homeless

RCN - 20057978

Homeless

RCN - 20057978

Homeless

RCN - 20057978

Homeless

RCN - 20057978

Donate3 Charities Selected

Back Donation Success

Back to dashboard

You have helped the following

You have helped the following

You have helped the following

Charity Two

Charity One

Charity Three

€

€

€

Thank you for your donation

Wireframes Variant A Wireframes Variant B



Define

Mid Fidelity Variant A Mid Fidelity Variant B

Show Video

Because of you

Our top 3 goals

Madra is Ireland's largest dog welfare charity We 
established our Dublin rehoming centre in 
November 2009

664 dogs rehomed in 2022

Find all our dogs homes

Support and empower dog owners

Advocate for the Elimination of Unethical 
Trading and Cruel Breeding

About Reviews Donation Breakdown News

Madra

Registered charity number - 20057978

Explore Updates Stats Profile

Donate to charity

Madra is Ireland's largest dog welfare charity We 
established our Dublin rehoming centre in 
November 2009

Madra

Donate to charity

Explore Updates Stats Profile

Dogs 

Dogs Trust

ADCH

Dundalk Dog

Dogs & Cats

Dogs & Cats

Madra

ISPCA

Wexford CA

Housing for Dogs

Housing for Dogs

Explore Updates Stats Profile

Dogs

Dogs Trust

RCN - 20057978 Select

Madra

RCN -74373922 Select

ADCH

RCN - 737384904 Select

ISPCA

RCN - 838484994 Select

Dundalk Dog Rescue

RCN - 1029765 Select

Search

Animal Welfare

Explore Updates Stats Profile

Prototype Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/OYrEGlwaqL4So3eL4amog5/Masters---Donation-App-V2?page-id=582%3A29320&type=design&node-id=583-35077&viewport=821%2C-1188%2C0.21&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=583%3A35077&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/OYrEGlwaqL4So3eL4amog5/Masters---Donation-App-V2?page-id=582%3A16912&type=design&node-id=608-34966&viewport=1202%2C-3722%2C0.4&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=608%3A34966&show-proto-sidebar=1


Results on Testing



Quantitative - Results

Single ease use

No statistical difference between

Variants in the single ease use question



Quantitative - Results

Ease of Use

Group A contains n=19 independent 
replicates, and Group B contains n=14 
independent replicates.

Variant A group recorded a lower ease 
of use (M = 3.79, SD = 0.72) than the 
Variant B group (M = 3.88, SD = 0.80).

t(33)=0.59, p-value=0.56

No statistical difference between Variants 



Quantitative - Results

Trust

t(33)=0.88, p-value=0.39

No statistical difference between Variants 

The Variant A group recorded a higher 
level of Trust (M = 4.22, SD = 0.66) than 
the Variant B group (M = 4.01, SD = 0.66).



Qualatative - Results

Thematic Analysis Va

1/4 Expressed interest in more information  
about a charity before donating

1/4 Was confused by the basket icon and 
donation button location

2/4 were positive about seeing reviews 
from users about the charity’s and 
expressed that it influences their trust in 
the charity

Two out of Four users mentioned positive 
feedback related to the transparency and 
credibility of the donation process

Donate to Charity

What your donation does

If you donate as little as 

your money goes towards

€3
Dogs Facilities

€3
Support Costs

€3

€3
Support Costs

€6
Central Managment

€6

€4
Marketing

€4
Marketing

About Reviews Donation Breakdown News

Madra

€ 15

On our initial visit we enquired about one of 

the dogs . We were allowed to take him for 

a supervised walk on their field . We had to 

make 3 visits and on the last visit we took 

him Home they said he wasn’t toilet trained 

but he only peed to mark his territory twice 

and nothing since then. He is an absolute 

pleasure.it was good to have the follow up 

calls as it reassured us that if we need help 

and advice it is there.

John Carter 7 days ago

Verified

Reviews

5 star

4 star

3 star

2 star

1 star

5.0

Jessica Jones 10 days ago

About Reviews Donation Breakdown News

Madra



Qualatative - Results

Thematic Analysis Vb

2/3 users were looking for more information 
about the charities and their impact before 
donating

1/3 expressed interest in learning more 
about the impact made

Ease of use: Mentioned difficulty in finding 
specific charities

Two out of Three users tested on Variant B 
mentioned issues related to confusion and 
difficulty navigating the donation process. Dublin Simon Community works to prevent and 

address homelessness in Dublin, Kildare, Wicklow, 
Meath, Louth, Cavan and Monaghan. We provide 
services at all stages of homelessness and enable 
people to move to a place they can call home.

Simon Communities

Donate to charity

Explore Updates Stats Profile

Our Cause

Your donating Stats

€350  
In Donations

Monthly 
Donations to 3 

Charities

Explore Notification Stats Profile



Discussion

Providing information about a charity 
and reviews of that charity will have 
no effect on level of user trust in that 
charity

H1 Providing information about a charity 
and reviews of that charity will have 
an effect on level of user trust in that 
charity

H1

Allowing a user to donate to multiple 
charities in a single transaction will 
have no effect on the ease of use of a 
charity app

H2 Allowing a user to donate to multiple 
charities in a single transaction will 
have an effect on the ease of use of 
a charity app

H2

Null Hypotheses Alternative 



Discussion

Small sample size / 
Created Bias using 
friends and family

similarity of design 
variations tested in  
the A/B test

Similarity of the 
Corritore Trust Scale 
questions within each 
category

Qualitative data 
Variant A was 
more trustworthy 
than Variant B

Absence of actual 
debit cards 
during the 
process could 
create an 
ecological validity 
bias



Conclusion

The study aimed to measure trust and ease of use of a 
charity app using the Corritore Trust Scale and usability 
testing, comparing two variants, Variant A and Variant B, 
designed using the Double Diamond method.

Despite the lack of statistical difference, the qualitative 
data from the usability testing provided valuable insights.

Future work - real life prototype, sample size not related to 
researcher, Interviews with charity organiser and work 
alongside the charities regulator




